=80 Mev, a result which is in agreement with the experimentally observed position of the giant resonance. We find the p-ray width of this level to be proportional to A&, and use the width to obtain the cross sections for absorption and scattering of y rays in this region. Throughout we have neglected certain effects of the (r 'r, & +r"'r"&')terms 'in the potential, which are known to give rise to an increase in the frequency of the oscillation, as can be seen from the sum rule calculations of Bethe and Levinger. 5 Preliminary results indicate that such corrections are not large. Surface effects are also neglected, an approximation which restricts the application of our method to heavy nuclei.
Teller, ' and investigated by Steinwedel and Jensen. 4 The excited level corresponding to this oscillation lies at an energy kco= WpA& (l) above the ground state, where a rough calculation indicates S'6 =80 Mev, a result which is in agreement with the experimentally observed position of the giant resonance. We find the p-ray width of this level to be proportional to A&, and use the width to obtain the cross sections for absorption and scattering of y rays in this region. Throughout we have neglected certain effects of the (r 'r, & +r"'r"&')terms 'in the potential, which are known to give rise to an increase in the frequency of the oscillation, as can be seen from the sum rule calculations of Bethe and Levinger. 5 Preliminary results indicate that such corrections are not large. Surface effects are also neglected, an approximation which restricts the application of our method to heavy nuclei.
Our approach consists in concentrating our attention on the following portion of the nuclear Hamiltonian, 
which are the Quctuations in the difference between neutron and proton densities.
The lowest mode of oscillation t'k=s/R = (s /Ro)A&g is weakly coupled to the motions of individual nucleons, to the ordinary density Quctuations of the nucleus, and to the terms in the nuclear
Hamilton(an that are omitted in (2). The higher modes are strongly coupled, appreciably damped, and thus unimportant. Employing the theoretical results, " we find that for a homogeneous charge distribution the copper and silver radii are 1.0 )&10 "A& cm and 1.1X10 "A& cm, respectively. The nuclear radius for gold is not well determined; but if an average phase shift of qp'=0. 120 is taken, the nuclear radius is 1.2&&10 "A& cm. These results are in agreement with those of Raka et a/. , who obtain a radius of (1.1&0. 075)X10 "A& cm for Sn and (1. 03) /10 "A& cm for W. absorption simply Ae, since there is but a single level. These results are in disagreement with those of Bethe and Levinger only because they neglect correlations in the gound state wave function of the nucleus. Such correlations are of great importance in 'our model, and seem to be necessary in order to explain the experimentally observed variation of the resonance energy with atomic number.
Details will be published in a forthcoming paper. 
Inserting (4) and (5) 
